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Sindelfingen Has Acquired A Cosmopolitan Aura
If in the unlikely event you've landed clueless in
Sindelfingen, the i-Punkt is the way to go. Here you'll find
all information you'd need to make the best of your trip in
this lovely historic town, which is located in the state of
Baden-Württemberg and the shining star of the Böblingen
District.
If, on the other hand, you have done your homework before the
trip, you would know all about the quaint looking Maichingen
Old Town Hall, the varied artistic treasures housed in the
Lutze Museum, and the interesting Friendship Fountain enjoying
pride of place in the Market Square.

Sindelfingen ? Top Areas Of Interest

• City Map
• Hotels
• Webcams (5)

Any old timer or travel brochure will tell you that if you're
visiting Sindelfingen, you do not leave without seeing St.
Martin's Church. Seeing is not quite what you do, for here
you're confronted with tangible history dating back to the
11th century. You'll be forgiven for giving into the
exclamations of awe that escape your open mouth, as you admire
the stately pillars and the gothic sacristy among a host of
other interesting features.
If you feel the need to know all about this town, get ready to
tour the various museums such as the Municipal Museum,
Donauschwaben Museum, and the Museum of Weaving. For some
contemporary history, stroll over to the Museum of IBM Data
Processing, a virtual geek's paradise!
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When you've been around and need to relax, a colorful park
would be the right place to be in. Just sit yourself down at a
strategic park bench on the Sommerhofen Park, and watch the
world go by. The Kolstersee Lake will give you the right
amount of chit chat to keep that smile on your face. Take a
ride on the steam railway for a tour of this picturesque park.
Things perk up a bit in the Old Quarter, now and then, with a
fair or a sale that suddenly takes shape and goes full swing.
It could be anything from a handicraft sale, the potter's
market, the gourmet market or even an international street
festival; the common criteria being fun on a major scale.
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